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Art and Nature

BLUE The Film - Ocean On A Precipice, Illusion Of Abundance

BLUE The Film, is an outstanding documentary made by a passionate group of advocates
for the health and well being of our Oceans, The tide for change is upon us. This compelling
story is superbly told, as each ocean guardian lays out the facts clearly and succinctly, about
how our oceans are in great peril. There is no talk about mythology, only a presentation of facts
crafted into an informative, inspirational and memorable film. Take Action | Read Review

Distributed by Madman, a unique art house experience, Loving Vincent created with some 65,000
paintings in oils, rendered by 125 professional painters opens in cinemas around Australia on
November 2, 2017. Loving Vincent relates the remarkable story of one of the world’s great artist’s
Vincent Van Gogh and his ill-feted life and mysterious death. Read More | Enter Giveaway NOW!

Seventy eight exceptional Dutch master works on loan from the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, will be
on show November 11, 2017 until February 18, 2018 at Art Gallery of NSW. They will showcase
portraiture by two geniuses Rembrandt van Rijn and Johannes Vermeer, as well a paintings recalling
the beauty of flowers and the dangers of speculating on their fragility. Read More | Buy Tickets

The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) at London and the Royal Opera House through a landmark
exhibition Opera: Passion Power and Politics on show until February 25, 2018, is showcasing 300
extraordinary objects in the first exhibition in the V&A’s all new purpose built exhibition space, the
Sainsbury Gallery. Read More | Buy Tickets

Richard Mill's sixth season series for Victorian Opera is all about ‘encounters’ of the very best kind.
“The theatre is a special meeting place where audiences and performers... meet through the
rendering of a masterwork. I want to offer audiences a point of difference, the joy of discovery and a
chance to encounter something marvelous.” Mills said. Read More | Subscribe and Save

Australian World Orchestra features an audacious bunch of musicians who ‘want to make the
impossible possible’. Founder, chief conductor and artistic cirector Alexander Briger AO announced
last night in Melbourne they would perform under the baton of Italian Maestro Riccardo Muti in May
2018 at Sydney Opera House and Arts Centre Melbourne. Tickets on Sale October 13. Read More

Landscape traditions in China are all about the rhythm of nature refreshing the heart. Currently at
The Met Fifth Avenue in New York, they are showcasing a wonderful exhibition, Streams and
Mountains without End: Landscape Traditions of China, the display is augmented by a marvellous
display of decorative art objects with landscape themes, on show until January 6, 2019. Read More

Philanthropist Founder Naomi Milgrom, Rem Koolhaas and David Gianotten (OMA) architects, as well
as Lord Mayor Robert Doyle, were on hand to launch this year’s diverse program of FREE events held
in the all new MPavilion 2017, a new civic space for Melbourne, designed to spark debate and an
exchange of ideas in community. Read More | Program of FREE EVENTS

Palace Cinemas in Australia annually presents the Cunard British Film Festival, which showcases
particular achievements in filmmaking emerging from the British Isles. Held in 2017 in Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra, Perth and Adelaide, the opening night film this year Breathe starring
Andrew Garfield and Claire Foy is sure to pack a powerful punch. Read More | Sessions & Tickets

Art, architecture, locations, science and religious organisations in author Dan Brown novels are
real. Here he is in the Medicea Library in Florence. Now being devoured by ardent fans of his thrill a
minute armchair rides, his latest novel Origin incorporates computers, codes, bone conduction
technology, symbolism and much more as it seeks answers to the universal mystery. Where do we
come from? Where are we going? Indeed! Read Review - NB Spoilers Attached!

Season 3 Episode 4 of Starz outstanding television series Outlander is a romantic interlude par
excellence, one that draws parallels from the past, teasing the audience with new characters, fine
acting and a strong storyline as "Red" Jamie gains a new identity, sure to affect Claire, stuck in the
20th century searching to find him now Frank Randall is gone. Read More - NB Spoilers Attached

Claire steps into Edinburgh and a puddle on the cobbles on her way to find Jamie. She doesn’t have
far to go and she’s hoping against hope she will find him. But will she? Has the quest to find the love
of her life succeeded. Has their friend Roger Wakefield found James “Jamie” Alexander Malcolm
MacKenzie Fraser (Sam Heughan) alive 20 years after Culloden. Read More - NB Spoilers Attached
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